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ABSTRACT 
Introduction: today a lot of efforts are exerted on decreasing psychological stress of women 
suffering from breast cancer by cognitive-behavioral training programs. Purpose: this study was 
done with the aim of examining efficacy of training stress-management by cognitive-behavioral 
method in decreasing stress symptoms of women suffering from breast cancer. Method: this 
study was a kind of semi-descriptive with pretest and posttest design and also following with 
control group in terms of applying goal and in terms of way of data collection. Statistical 
community is all those women that have already been identified to have breast cancer based on 
absolute identification of breast specialist and referred to cancer research centers of Shahid 
Beheshti University. From the respective statistical community, 14 women who had breast 
cancer were selected based on availability of choice and by various criteria and were assigned to 
two groups of control and experimental (each having seven people) by random assignment. The 
experimental group received training program through 10 sessions and the control group 
followed their usual plan. The research scale was 66-question version of Harry stress 
questionnaire. The data were analyzed by frequent measures. Findings: the results of research 
showed that applied intervention led to reducing the stress of women who suffered from breast 
cancer and this efficacy was stable over time. Conclusion: these findings represent that the stress 
in women having breast cancer can be reduced by training and also this method can be used as an 
intervention in reducing psychologically clinical symptoms of these people. 
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Statement of the problem: psychological tensions resulting from cancer causes anxiety and 
depression in patients.  Many concerns and depressions in individuals suffering from cancer 
because of losing part of the body or its function are dependence to others and losing one's role 
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in family. With regard to the fact that every change in human life is together with stress, cancer 
identification has also its own stress and pressure. Some of the consequences of this disease can 
be showing anger, wrath, depression, feeling of loneliness, absurdity, futility, jealousy, malice 
and so on. Some evidences show that stress plays important part in starting and developing of 
cancer. The results of some studies show that appearance of some kinds of cancers in children 
and adults is related to amount of stress brought on them. Patients who consider their disease 
more dangerous, more chronic and more uncontrollable become more inactive or passive, report 
more inability, have poorer social function and have more psychological problems. One cannot 
restrict treatment of a patient suffering from cancer only to clinical aspects; so it is necessary to 
consider these issues along clinical issues. Today the positive effect of psychological 
interventions is confirmed in improving process of chronic physical diseases and with daily 
development of the field of "health psychology", more active psychologists were used in 
treatment process of these diseases. Cognitive-behavioral approach is one of different approaches 
in psychology. This approach can help patients to reduce the negative psychological effects of 
their disease to least minimum level  (Mohman& Gorman,2005). Despite of significant 
development of medical science, the cancer still is considered as one of the most important 
diseases of current century and the second cause of death after cardiovascular diseases. Based on 
conducted studies, 80 percent of patients suffering from cancer suffer from worry and extreme 
stress in the early phases of their treatments. By psychotherapy one can minimize these 
symptoms and help patients reinforce immunity system of their bodies (Spigel, 1993). Therefore, 
based on presented reasons, cancer as a stressful event invites psychological reactions. Also 
cognitive therapy behavior proved to be useful in many chronically physical diseases. Therefore 
in this study the purpose of applying of this intervention therapy is to reduce stress of women 
suffering from breast cancer. 
 
INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS 
This study was a kind of pseudo-experimental research from aspect of data collection and from 
the aspect of applying goal is along with pretest and posttest and examination with control group. 
The community of this research was all the women who recently have been identified by 
specialists to suffer from breast cancer and referred to research centers of cancer in hospitals of 
Shahid Beheshti University in Tehran for chemotherapy. By availability sampling, 14 persons of 
them selected and were randomly assigned to two groups of experimental and control (with each 
one including seven). Criteria of entrance for the subjects were: being of age of above 30 years, 
female gender, lower than 1 month identification time period, tumor phase (stage2), suffered 
from breast cancer, lack of any sign of background of neuropsychological disease except the 
study cases, not having drug abuse, not having background of hospitalization because of the 
present disease, lack of any background of disease in the family. Criteria of exit are as follow: 
presence of any background of mental diseases, presence of obvious physical diseases, drug 
addiction, disease time span of more than one month, presence of background of disease in the 
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family, suffering from other cancers other than breast cancer. Background of disease in the 
family of experimental group went under cognitive-behavioral treatment over ten 2-hour sessions 
and twice per week. In the final session, the subjects of both groups with their presence in the 
clinics took the posttest. After one month both groups were assessed again to follow the process. 
Cognitive-behavioral treatment in this research was done in groups in form of ten sessions clear 
instruction of each session. The content of these sessions is derived from the life skills and stress 
management by Anthony et al. (2007). The summary of the sessions is as follow: 
 
First session: introduction of program, stress triggers and responses of relaxation stress 
Second session: relaxation-stress and awareness: increasing awareness of physical symptoms of 

stress 
Third session: relaxation-the relationship of thoughts and emotions (thinking power) 
Fourth session: relaxation of generating effective interactive responses 
Fifth session: relaxation and continuance of effective interactive responses 
Sixth session: relaxation and managing anger 
Seventh session: relaxation and continuance of managing anger 
Eighth session: relaxation, tool-kit training 
Ninth session: relaxation, continuance of tool-kit training 
Tenth session: relaxation, social support and review of previous sessions    
 
The instruments of this study with respect to field of research are demographic questionnaire and 
Hary's stress questionnaire. Demographic questionnaire was research made and included 
information like age and educations of subjects and Hary's stress questionnaire was designed by 
Chandran S. Harry in 2005 to assess psychological pressure in different situations of life 
including that of chronic patients. This scale includes 66 statements that respondent should state 
their answers in likert range from absolutely agree to absolutely disagree and it is designed for 
individual of above than 12 years old. This questionnaire was used in different studies in Iran 
especially for cancer patients and has appropriate reliability and validity. In this study the 
analysis of data resulting from questionnaires was done by different methods of descriptive and 
inferential statistics and by the help of SPSS software version16. The respective results were 
summarized and were presented in tables. Multivariate Repeated Measures Methods was applied 
for analyzing the data. 
 
FINDINGS      
For analyzing the data Multivariate Repeated Measures Methods was used. In this section the 
results of analyses of Multivariate Repeated Measures were reported for the phases of pretest, 
posttest and following. In reporting the results of measures, the results of Mauchly's Test of 
Sphericity were applied for investigating the assumption of equality of co-variances and their 
respective curvets. This scale is necessary for investigating assumptions of using multi-variance 
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analysis or multivariate repeated measures. Pillai's Trace multivariate scale, Wilks' Lambda, 
Hotelling's Trace and Roy's Largest Root of main and interactive effects of variance analysis and 
couples' comparisons were also examined. 
 
In order to examine first and second hypotheses of the research participants' scores over filling 
the Hary's inventory of pretest, posttest and following phases of the research were analyzed. 
These hypotheses are as follow: 
 
H01: training stress management by cognitive behavioral method is effective in reducing the 

stress of women suffering from breast cancer. 
H02: training stress management by cognitive behavioral method has time reliability in reducing 

the stress of women suffering from breast cancer. 
 
For analyzing this variable Multivariate Repeated Measures was used. In table 3-4 the results of 
Mauchly's Test for assessing the conditions and assumptions of applying repeated measures are 
presented. 
 
Table 1: The results of Mauchly's sphericity test for assessment of conditions and assumptions 
of applying repeated measures. 
Mauchly's 
sphericity test 

  indices  

 W Mauchly Chi-square Df Levels of 
significance(Sig) 

 0.67 10.72 2 0.005 
 The results of table 1 represent that Mauchly's sphericity test is meaningful and significant. 
Since the results of this test are significant, the obtained results with assumption of stability of 
Sphericity should be analyzed by Greenhouse- Geisser instead of Sphericity Assumed test and 
Huynh- Feldt and Lower- bound tests. The results of these tests are shown in table 2. 
 
Table 2: The results of internal effects tests of subject for experimental and control groups 
Test Sum of 

squares 
Degree of 
freedom 

Mean of 
squares 

F Levels of 
significance 

Group 2514.726 1 2514.726 8.369106 0.456 
Time 5286.067 1.506325 3509.247 24.14552 0.001 
Time-group 2755.356 1.506325 18.29.19 12.58582 0.001 
Error 6129.911 42.17711 145.3374   
The obtained results represent that control and experimental groups are significantly different at 
least in one of pretes, posttest and following because the test of Greenhouse- Geisser is 
significant at the level of 0.001. Also in above table the effect of factors of time and group shows 
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that all of the people under training were improved over time. But in the factor of group meaning 
in pretest phase there were no difference between groups.  
 
Table 3: the results of multivariate variance analysis for comparison of stress based on the 
variable of group 
variance 
source 

test Extent Assumed 
df 

Error 
df 

F Levels of 
significance 

The effect of 
stress 
management 

Pillai's 
Trace 

0/523745 2 111 14/84617 0.001 

Wilks' 
Lambda 

0.476255 2 11 14/84617 0.001 

Hotelling's 
Trace 

1/099716 2 11 14/84617 0.001 

Roy's 
largest root 

1/099716 2 11 14/84617 0.001 

      
In table 3 the results of analysis of multivariate variance of Pillai's Trace, Wilks' Lambda, 
Hotelling's Trace and Roy's largest root for comparison of stress based on variable of group are 
presented. Based on the results of this table, it can be said that groups are different in stress. This 
means that there is a difference at least in one of the stress tests (pretest, posttest and the 
following) of control and experimental group. It needs to be mentioned that the significance of 
multivariate variance analysis doesn’t show that between which of these tests (pretest, posttest 
and following)in control and experimental group the difference exist. For examining these 
differences, binary comparison was used that their results are presented in table 4.  
 
Table 4: binary comparisons of control and experimental group in pretest, posttest and 
following  
Source of 
changes 

comparisons Sum of 
squares 

Degree of 
freedom 

Mean of 
squares 

F Levels of 
significance 

time Pretest-
posttest 

7648/03 1 7648/03 27/13122 0.001 

Posttest-
following 

9/63333 1 9/63333 0/102925 0.62 

Time-
group 

Pretest-
posttest 

3652/033 1 3652/033 12/9555 0.001 

Posttest-
following 

50.7 1 50.7 0/541694 0.46 

error Pretest-
posttest 

7892/933 12 281/8905  - 

Posttest-
following 

2620/667 12 93/59524  - 
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As it is evident in table 4, there is a significant difference between pretest and posttest score of 
experimental group. This shows that training stress management by cognitive behavioral method 
is effective in reducing stress symptoms of women suffering from breast cancer. Also the 
respective table shows that there is not any significant difference between scores of posttest and 
following of experimental group. This means that those members of the experimental group who 
got lower scores in stress almost got the same scores in the following test. This finding 
represents that training stress management by cognitive behavioral method has reliability over 
time in reducing stress symptoms of women suffering from breast cancer.  
 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  
The obtained result of this study shows that training stress management by cognitive behavioral 
method could lead to decreasing stress symptoms of women suffering from breast cancer and 
even the effect of this intervention was also persistent and stable after passage of one month 
meaning in intervention phase. The results of this research are conforming and in line with the 
results of researches by Christopher, Jachob, Nihouse, Niri and Fula (2009), Chen, Jordan and 
Tompson(2006), Edleman and Bell (1999), Brideg et al.(1988), Darvishi Niz (1388). Moreover 
the result of this research is conforming with the result of research by a psychologist who was 
called Thomas Holmz and started his studies in first decade of 1950 and reached to this 
conclusion that stress is effective in severance and adversity of the cancer. The results of this 
research shows that cognitive behavioral method can reduce the stress of having been identified 
and respective treatments of cancer and also has significant role in process of treatment and 
adaptation of patients. 
 
Another reason of obtaining these results is the application of cognitive behavioral methods like 
relaxation that was used in this study and its efficacy in the case of emotional disorders like 
anxiety and depression and increasing hopefulness has been proved in previous studies (Hosaka, 
2000; quoted by Darvishi,1388; Yin Yung,2006; Rasman,2008). 
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